Learning Objectives

• Participants will be able to navigate the connection flow used in ReSound hearing instruments to ReSound Smart Fit fitting software.

• Participants will be able to locate and describe the features used in Smart Fit software.

• Participants will be able to complete a first fitting of ReSound hearing instruments.
Let's get started!
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To continue, select hearing instruments for the current fitting.

ReSound LINK Quattro 9
SECO-0501
RIZ MP Receiver
SN: 1886316380

ReSound LINK Quattro 9
SECO-0501
RIZ MP Receiver
SN: 1886316386

ReSound LINK Quatro 9
SECO-0501
RIZ MP Receiver
SN: 1886316398

ReSound LINK Quatro 9
SECO-0501
RIZ MP Receiver
SN: 1886316374
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Available Conversions
- LP Receiver
- HP Receiver
- MP Receiver (Current)
- LP Receiver

Reconfiguration may adjust gain values at some frequencies.
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Once you click on the Smart Fit icon, the Smart Fit splash page will appear.

The earpiece selection will change the display of the estimated insertion gain. Gain adjustments will be preserved.

Check the Vent Correction box in the Gain Adjustments screen to view the estimated effect of the selected venting option.
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Once you click on the Smart Fit icon, the Smart Fit splash page will appear.

Please inform the patient that the calibration tone may be loud. Ensure the environment is as quiet as possible during calibration, including surrounding noise and talking.
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Thank you!

For additional information, please contact ReSound at (800) 248-4327 or visit www.resoundpro.com.